
Smart MFPs and printers with  
next generation e-Task interface

Looking for ways to improve the operation of everyday tasks and 

processes? The Lexmark e-Task interface is the entry point to your 

Lexmark smart MFP or printer. 

Boost productivity, eliminate frustration

Complicated tools lead to delays, lost time and higher costs. With 

Lexmark’s next generation e-Task interface, document management 

has never been faster or easier. 

Easy-touch activation: Advanced technology detects exactly when 

and where you touch the screen and is easily activated by fingertip, 

pen, fingernail and even gloved hands.

Simple to use: Modern, tablet-like capabilities minimize the need for 

training. Navigate using familiar actions such as flick/swipe, press/

hold, drag and other multi-touch capabilities.  

Every device is “your printer”: Imagine authenticating at a device  

and seeing all the one-touch shortcuts you’ve created. The e-Task 

interface transforms any device into your own personal printer, and 

setting your preferences is as easy as pointing your browser to the 

solution’s web portal.

Improved accessibility: Lexmark’s next generation e-Task products 

provide an increased level of accessibility with support for navigate by 

swipe, expanded voice guidance, enhanced zoom, improved display 

viewing angle, and WCAG 2.0 AA designs. Users with varying levels of 

visual and motor abilities can conveniently and effectively interact with 

Lexmark products.

Mission Control for every job

No matter how easy or complex your project, the e-Task 

interface offers flexible, customizable options to maximize 

output and efficiencies. With a single touch, you can 

access printer settings, job status and preferences for 

maximum speed, quality and security. Plus on-screen 

features like print preview and job customization allow 

you to select specific pages within a document and easily 

change print job settings right at the device.
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e-Task Next Generation Interface available on:

Color MFPs:
Lexmark CX725 Series
Lexmark CX820 Series
Lexmark CX825 Series
Lexmark CX860 Series

Color printers:
Lexmark CS720 / CS725 Series
Lexmark CS820 Series

 } Displays most frequently used copy features on one screen  

 } Specify how you want your output to look – duplex, multi-up, 

booklet and more 

 } Set image quality and adjust color settings

 } Set number of copies and reduce or enlarge image

e-Task Next Generation at work

 } Bright, ultra-smooth surface and can be activated by pens, 

fingertips, nails or even gloved hands

 } Support for gestures like swipe to access panels and menus 

makes operation easy and intuitive

 } Modern, tablet-like capabilities are familiar to users, 

minimizing the need for training 

 } Separate 10-key number pad improves accessibility and 

enhances convenience

 } Audible feedback from the screen provides user assurance 

 } Print preview and late job customization allow users to select 

specific pages within a document and change print job 

settings right at the device

 } Status/supplies screen displays alerts like paper low or out 

and paper jams

 } Toner tab shows at-a-glance levels of supplies 

 } Trays tab displays status and settings of each installed 

paper tray

 } Hardware tab shows status of long-life components like 

developers and photoconductors


